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Cartesian coordinates: 
 
The Cartesian coordinates for the MP2/cc-pVTZ optimized structures of the carbocations 7 and 




 Center     Atomic    Atom           Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number     Number                  X           Y           Z 
 --------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1          6     C       -1.915147    0.621420    0.604587 
      2          6     C       -0.906736    1.283929   -0.343728 
      3          6     C       -1.092727   -0.941376   -0.038140 
      4          6     C       -2.444084   -0.787100   -0.311524 
      5          1     H       -1.547335    0.439271    1.612691 
      6          1     H       -2.938520    0.993755    0.673177 
      7          1     H       -0.310470    2.046936    0.147362 
      8          1     H       -1.396293    1.718421   -1.210011 
      9          1     H       -0.782479   -1.609079    0.759117 
     10          1     H       -3.163541   -1.380462    0.235325 
     11          1     H       -2.770993   -0.331204   -1.236538 
     12          6     C       -0.116555    0.005001   -0.694820 
     13          1     H        0.019638   -0.192414   -1.756159 
     14          6     C        1.235989   -0.063684   -0.015625 
     15          9     F        1.100086    0.165347    1.303444 
     16          9     F        2.057640    0.844433   -0.517662 
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 Center     Atomic                  Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number     Number                 X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1          6            -1.886433    0.565295    0.645034 
      2          6            -0.777535    1.314766   -0.109897 
      3          6            -0.935358   -0.931220   -0.015095 
      4          6            -2.255260   -0.773033   -0.419122 
      5          1            -1.654200    0.307244    1.677001 
      6          1            -2.915019    0.928385    0.614731 
      7          1            -0.258104    2.034902    0.516672 
      8          1            -1.167521    1.830692   -0.982055 
      9          1            -0.701442   -1.659209    0.756099 
     10          1            -3.015935   -1.422268   -0.008670 
     11          1            -2.484156   -0.259224   -1.343477 
     12          6             0.077492    0.082986   -0.476768 
     13          1             0.316161   -0.023704   -1.534727 
     14          6             1.373102   -0.020013    0.301835 
     15          9             2.233514    0.892241   -0.183046 
     16          9             1.882741   -1.260458    0.113387 
     17          1             1.257880    0.144450    1.375434 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------
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 Center     Atomic               Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number     Number              X           Y           Z 
 ----------------------------------------------------------- 
      1          6         -1.440955    0.770395    0.603218 
      2          6         -0.208589    1.159758   -0.224885 
      3          6         -0.909575   -0.955288    0.067453 
      4          6         -2.160230   -0.516767   -0.348144 
      5          1         -1.247643    0.545693    1.650837 
      6          1         -2.354225    1.365792    0.553211 
      7          1          0.491194    1.782340    0.325098 
      8          1         -0.492835    1.674360   -1.138156 
      9          1         -0.854645   -1.647807    0.902735 
     10          1         -3.047295   -0.921754    0.118350 
     11          1         -2.276925   -0.035065   -1.309840 
     12          6          0.319296   -0.271986   -0.478608 
     13          1          0.484535   -0.506407   -1.529233 
     14          6          1.563654   -0.594137    0.328188 
     15          9          2.560192    0.249128   -0.091585 
     16          1          1.393809   -0.426080    1.394562 
     17          1          1.880703   -1.625073    0.173364 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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 Center     Atomic                 Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number     Number                X           Y           Z 
 ------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1          6            2.189187    0.691482    0.437002 
      2          6            2.290738   -0.581531   -0.433642 
      3          6            0.858780   -0.863436   -0.141111 
      4          6            0.628300    0.897359    0.456101 
      5          1            2.539884    0.514451    1.447566 
      6          1            2.696222    1.550846    0.013337 
      7          1            2.975811   -1.335334   -0.068280 
      8          1            2.470813   -0.364540   -1.482207 
      9          1            0.597629   -1.474917    0.717790 
     10          1            0.125928    0.801852    1.409733 
     11          1            0.317409    1.802725   -0.061181 
     12          6           -0.154140   -0.108443   -0.726743 
     13          1            0.018347    0.345771   -1.694719 
     14          6           -1.606951   -0.295086   -0.339588 
     15          9           -2.195558    0.915877   -0.309913 
     16          9           -1.676019   -0.843464    0.893431 
     17          1           -2.133339   -0.934636   -1.045812 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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                         Cartesian coordinates: 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Center     Atomic                  Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number     Number                 X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1          6             1.828859    0.912739   -0.183770 
      2          6             2.073538   -0.614553   -0.200709 
      3          6             0.680270   -0.959247    0.270075 
      4          6             0.462219    0.865248    0.514300 
      5          1             2.562688    1.475533    0.383564 
      6          1             1.748481    1.341087   -1.178375 
      7          1             2.816834   -0.932742    0.521968 
      8          1             2.312081   -1.041419   -1.171448 
      9          1             0.503940   -1.511084    1.187852 
     10          1             0.484690    0.773677    1.599456 
     11          1            -0.329674    1.570715    0.251924 
     12          6            -0.408623   -0.398056   -0.384599 
     13          1            -0.278492   -0.029605   -1.396739 
     14          6            -1.822260   -0.584783    0.080354 
     15          9            -2.506228    0.581758   -0.158558 
     16          1            -2.281453   -1.392641   -0.489111 
     17          1            -1.867054   -0.817439    1.144017 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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                       Cartesian coordinates: 
 ------------------------------------------------------------ 
 Center     Atomic                Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number     Number               X           Y           Z 
 ------------------------------------------------------------ 
      1          6          -1.094826    0.688637    0.600332 
      2          6           0.046453    1.220348   -0.278585 
      3          6          -0.337212   -0.961420    0.085211 
      4          6          -1.652205   -0.703362   -0.286142 
      5          1          -0.828784    0.517262    1.642264 
      6          1          -2.076822    1.163514    0.581226 
      7          1           0.660324    1.951169    0.240215 
      8          1          -0.336984    1.665202   -1.192649 
      9          1          -0.153249   -1.614495    0.933783 
     10          1          -2.458143   -1.215138    0.220703 
     11          1          -1.867615   -0.274501   -1.255788 
     12          6           0.773099   -0.129145   -0.512753 
     13          1           0.902584   -0.369358   -1.567696 
     14          6           2.082650   -0.269692    0.242634 
     15          1           2.475467   -1.281843    0.166431 
     16          1           1.953630   -0.026360    1.297684 
     17          1           2.821837    0.412359   -0.170356 
 ------------------------------------------------------------- 
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 C                  1.712048      0.627473     -0.033469   
 C                  1.482523     -0.893633     -0.106256   
 C                  0.076263     -0.720686      0.404534   
 C                  0.215173      1.048720      0.079019   
 H                  2.235979      0.915441      0.872051   
 H                  2.204174      1.064073     -0.895370   
 H                  2.115566     -1.490869      0.538056   
 H                  1.503076     -1.285978     -1.119061   
 H                 -0.122343     -0.804629      1.468002   
 H                 -0.132815      1.531947      0.983909   
 H                 -0.162707      1.568818     -0.799301   
 C                 -0.953317     -0.292056     -0.421894   
 H                 -0.799797     -0.376458     -1.492476   
 C                 -2.329424      0.009976      0.065027   
 H                 -2.968098     -0.833430     -0.199362   
 H                 -2.356332      0.139509      1.144198   
 H                 -2.736294      0.892814     -0.422414   
